Unfortunately, the original version of this article [1] contained an error. The names of the authors were included incorrectly and the following sentence was missing from the author's contribution section: "SMT was the research supervisor and assisted with primary data acquisition, analysis and interpretation, and assisted with preparation and revision of the manuscript". The names and the author's contribution section have been updated in the original article and are also correctly included in full in this erratum.
Authors' contributions JCM is the corresponding author and was involved in data acquisition, analysis and interpretation, and drafting of the manuscript. MHR was involved in data acquisition, analysis and interpretation and assisted with preparation and revision of the manuscript. MB was involved in tumour pathology characterization and assisted with revision of the manuscript. RDH and JRBT participated in data acquisition and assisted with revision of the manuscript. SMT was the research supervisor and assisted with primary data acquisition, analysis and interpretation, and assisted with preparation and revision of the manuscript. All authors have read and approved the final manuscript. 
